
Part I-7 with E.R.

  

  

2nd World WAR- the entire 20th century-

  

lackeys like Mengele Harrington were paid astronomical sums of moneys from the
Nation/ Crown Office etc employed secretly to kill & destroy all the
Paperwork- order graves
removed-endowments philanthropic 
JOYOUS VENTURES 
& 
all moneys transferred to 
the criminally insane 
for 
their noble Memorials- Moneys stolen by their massive fraud & massive violence from
this Estate owned by a highly educated gentle humanist woman speaking 20 languages
whose husband they hath slain justifying their crime by calling her
`AN OLD ESKIMO` - 
Margarethe Ransom Mrs Grote daughter of FRED RANSOM
polymath-craftsman-musician-    From the 1880s GROTE HOMES & the flower-garden
Estate twice round the globe was acknowledged by educated  persons of 
HIGH DEGREE INTELLIGENCE 
as 
pure REASON
…be they poor as 
Church mice 
or in positions where they help all mankind- 
& Act the Gospels Out…. 

  

Sea Traders hath experience of the powerful noble monsters used by Gross Britain to
eye their goodly Estates offshore. Up
to the end of the 19
th

century we could sail away from their narcotic greed…
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JUSTICE would put Lindsaybuggarhs & The Figures from a Morgue on chains to build
our Universities Nord Pole-South Pole …to Poul Gronlander & family & James 
Weddell his wife & his father-in-law the INCA nobleman
mathmatician-astronomer-humanist a Roman Catholic family surname SAN JULIAN -

  

1937 Summer Clacton-on-Sea - One evening sitting in the garden at night I began a Tale of
the Cabbage Fairy-
she comes in November & skates upon the leaves of the dark green cabbages-their
hearts enclosed tightly from the frosts & bitter winds for they know we want them for the
winter dinners for 
XMAS-tide
& to keep us all healthy & wise until the spring garden plants are back again-

  

JOSETTE was sad & ANDRE tired I think- They have not yet had their DISCUSSION
round the kitchen table with Unity’s mother Freddie Theatre & me a listener if they wish
-
but able to come & go from making this & that with what we hath collected about the
landshaft-landscape-
It is about what they are to do now they have decided they want to make a life a long life
together…
THEY ARE APPROVED OF ABOUT THE TOWN- 

  

When we go about the town and out to something nice

  

JO is always treated as  `his young lady-& when will they wed`& she looks happy-&
other good people knowing there is an impediment show there approval of them AS A
PAIR-

  

Josette went to bed & Andre & I were sitting there under the diamonds in the sky the other
worlds- & I can remember I tried be cheerful going on with
Flower Fairies stories for wintertime-but feeling a bit little & silly & not sure if I should go
& sleep at Granny Gordon’s house… 

  

ANDRE shakes his hair from his forehead then shakes it back again-I see him now 2008
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AD- he reaches for some of the garden chairs as he rises his sea serpent movements
that are graceful but swift- I feel lost & do not want to go to sleep at the bottom of their
bed if they are unhappy. 

  

 “I shall go to bed” say’th hee-& lifts the white cup he brought out earlier for himself with
tea-turns on the spot & says “I am going” 

  

& a very high sloping figure he makes stretching from putting a chair back in place - & he goes ! 
I near tears at being left all night perhaps-I am quite alone under the 
BLACK SKY- THE DIAMONDS
those other worlds scattered so thickly upon the blackness above everywhere I look- 
I can see it as I write this-feel the emptiness of being alone-only my dead grandpas &
grandmas behind me stretching back into the sea mists of the shores of the world…It
was a very still night no sound of the sea pounding which is always comforting & I know
I am alive.

  

I was here in the vegetable garden quite alone at midnight & realised I had to expect to
be alone & often it could not be avoided-perhaps I should creep out & go up to the
Cemetery & sit beside Grandpa’s grave & Auntie Kitty who died in 1929 she was very
pretty with real curly hair- Being alone did bring unhappiness-but I must always be
prepared for I am me with a million children a quarter million grownups to take care of
with Lennie & we are in training a curriculum worked out by intelligent peoples of the
globe- 

  

Mr Pong & SHEshe sometimes have shut me under the stairs in the dark cupboard
saying “NO SCHOOL FOR APES..”  & I cannot go to school for she will say “no
clothes”    Mr Pong may come early morning when Daddy has left & they set about
frying bacon for sandwiches & drinking brandy-other things- cleaning out all the Port
bottles- Mr Pong tells her “you will not have satin & lace Teresa like
Angela-unless you do as we say…”

  

SUDDENLY HAPPINESS sweeps my small coming 5 years body- ANDRE-Saint George st
rode gracefully from the dark house noiselessly coming to me saying  “you are coming
to bed as well-we all have another day-it will soon be another day…” 
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& he said a few other things I cannot clearly remember but happiness descended from
the vast black night above-I will not go to the Cemetery-perhaps they would like let me
go with Granny Gordon on Sunday afternoon…

  

1957 November-December Andre Malraux will begin to give me back all this lost time
from his notebooks his memories- 1937 the
night of being all alone under 

  

the black sky-then joy his return-I was placed kindly at the foot of their bed & we all had a
good night’s sleep the 

  

SEA AIR coming in the window- another to-morrow happily together & I hear he went at 8
am for his newspapers-

  

“ We became a unit-a family, Peter ”  Andre Malraux retired Minister Culture France will
say 1970 in winter -reading from his notebooks of
the SUMMER holiday 1937-

  

1937 SUMMER Discourses ANDRE-JOSETTE-Greetha

  

We were UNDER THE GREAT BLACK SKY with DIAMONDS set in its vast spaces- & we
have all agreed with discussions that WE ARE TO GO TO THE STARS…

  

(& I know from my family histories that Gertruid Great POUL’s grand-daughter had eyes
like “diamonds in the Black Northern skies” when FREDERICK RANSOM came sailing in
with his brother JOHN RANSOM & began his courtship of a Maid in Eskimo clothes with
her girlfriends    She can be seen my father’s  Great-Grandma Gertruid 
2-times-back for Greetah 
in the painting by their old friend 
Delacroix 
Sardanapulas
-she wears an indigo veil-  i
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t is in the PARIS Louvre- Delacroix liked painting her exotic presence listening to her
Greenlandic lore-she spoke several languages well having been in Finishing School
Norway
…(The British Nobles made obscene drawings  in the 1930s
of an educated woman- & of her daughter Margarethe the richest person in the globe
to their CRASS bestial envious understanding-they the Vagrants sailing about the globe) 

  

“The RANSOM BROTHERS late 1820s borrowed a skiff at Frederickstown & went to look
at a new harbour site called JOHNSTOWN  but it would not do-not deep enough-they
sailed along & eyed the girls for it was time they had brides & got some good blood
coming in-their mother a Miss Keiller had died at 32 years of age from an Apothecary
insisting she could not go to church with this little lump on her neck-autopsy done by FR
19 years old who took his young mother’s body to near Edinburgh in shawls & blankets
& learned with the doctors-lump not at all going to her brain directed by the Devil-
ignorant older family members her side persuaded to bow to pressure- Because of this
he wrecked his ship channel-sat talking with young friend Gericault about
wrecks…bought 3 paintings -ANDRE
MALRAUX SAW photographs & article in a magazine 1920s on these- `Property of a
woman who lived on a barren Scots Hebrides Island` 
A Weeping Andre Malraux in winter 1970 said he had nothing to connect 
in SUMMER 
1937
when 
Greetah
spoke of an ancestor helping `paint a Raft
`…
The RANSOM family were away in Spain on a rescue-a terrible tragedy happened
-
JEAN WEDDELL ballerina was soon Winning in the Spanish Courts for the bereaved
Murgatroyd Missionaries-   Jean grandmother Ransom to Greta- her first languages
Spanish-Portuguese-French-American-some Peru & Tierra dialects-
she always spoke English with South American accent-so British Nobles called her an
Ape…

  

1820s West Greenland - FRED RANSOM  spoke to this Maid in GREENLANDIC-she
answered him in 
NORWEGIAN
-he tried that & she answered him in 
FRENCH
-He tried 
GERMAN
& she knew that- 
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& LATIN-
she tossed her head & gave him a Sermon on the Mount in 
GREENLANDIC 
stressing the teaching of JOHN a favourite in Greenlandic Christian teaching-  She did
not have Ethiopian to her tongue-  Frederick RANSOM was fluent- from putting himself
in the COPTIC school 6 months when he was 12 years old & went to stay with a widowed
Aunt for 2 years: his Aunt was told to stay living in the Residence-her husband had been
the Consul 
( USA or G.B. ?) 

  

  

GERTRUID POULSEN- she is Jacop’s only daughter  ( Jacop Gronlander-POULSEN
eldest son of POUL GRONLANDER & Margaret nee Yates his wife
)  & HER
DOWRY WAS GREAT POUL GRONLANDER’S ISLAND agreement with her brother Count
Poulsen Norway
- 
SHE  WAS THUS COMMITTED TO  BUILD  A UNIVERSITY to her Grandfather POUL on the
island Jacopsholmen-
a big island off Xristenshab-   Decree 1770 Danmark-

  

FRED RANSOM he records the first meeting “her eyes were like diamonds in the
Northern Skies”  its in Jacop’s Ladder an
autobiography by J.R after her death & their life of miraculous achievements-the Theatre
Jacopsholmen Island going up & that world of intelligent civilized humanism visiting an
Island of happiness- craftwork-hospital-school of outstanding intelligence- modern
houses superior to Europe-hygiene-diet-Island able to provide for itself always 5 years
ahead from the Ice Caves everybody had…

  

 “ Old Fred Ransom up within the Arctic circle had the first metal re-cycling Unit in the
world” says Captain Alan Villiers “THE FIRST BELL CAST IN GREENLAND, 7 feet or so
tall” 

  

Fred & Gertruid Ransom had the four children- lst Frederick age 7 years to fall down a
crevass with cousins Gronlander bodies never recovered-
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then Margarethe- John  & Poul
“the school the highest standard in the globe” 
adds Captain Alan Villiers Dec 1967 Oxford
- 

  

“Utopia-democracy but they kept stopping them putting up the University- BOMBED IT-
Peter-  7 years ago !   SHAME - SHAME - SHAME !” 
bombed by Gross Britain & Denmark 1960 June onwards
-& Captain Alan Villiers named gormless big spenders of violent fraud-December 1967
Oxford- 
All Hell broke out around us again snooping wretches with long black tongues sadistic
brutes who drip blood & gore from the slaying of the Grote Homes children so they could
get DOUGH
-
Greta being blamed 
by ice blobs on a mud puddle
… 
for living at 50 Lancaster Gate Square invited by ANDRE MALRAUX April 17
th

1957

  

at 24 years of age-10 years after our Catholic Wedding of Grace-in happiness we both
now strode tall while -
Diaries/accounts

  

  

1937 January - Nota Bene : `have nothing to do with Courts & Kings young woman-we once
found an enlightened Ruler-down in San Salvador` Captain Liam RANSOM…

  

1937 SUMMER HOLIDAY-nearly midnight after sad hours of they- 

  

I begin to describe to JOJo&Joh & ANDRE-George what it is like to be the Cabbage Fairy
& SHE IS SKATING ON THE BLUE-GR
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EEN LEAVES
encrusted with frost 
…
FOUL WINTER HATH COME
to seacoasts the globe-

  

Did I attempt to tell of Millicent Frobisher Mrs JOHN RANSOM my grandpa Ransom’s
tragic tiny mother & why we always keep the house ’Jerusalem’ at Deptford-  & speak of
true happenings… 

  

“Mill sits on the stairs-  We say Lennie & I-  `going skating Mill ? `    Wait a moment &
we will come…& we can all call in at the Ice Cream Makers Soho & go into the Park where
you take little Frederick Charles in this push-chair I am happy to have-  We can go talk
with JEAN’s Grandpa Weddell sitting on the Deptford waterfront-give him some hope-
say WE ARE ALL HERE & HEALTHY-& determined to survive-& its thanks to you & all of
them our lines sailing down the years of the centuries- & you came a bride because you
loved us all so …`    I must have said some
sentences of family histories while relating ` a FAIRY SKATING-IN WINTER- 

  

I always finish personal matters the family with A CHEERFUL ADVICE-how to deal with
grief & this is learned from both lines my grandparents-   Lennie & I are unable to avoid
sad lives lived or being lived but they must never be forgotten & trash put in their places-

  

we show to others  PATHS OF HOPE…It is my father FJR his brothers JR & LIR who will pass
written work on the RANSOM et al family histories to
ANDRE MALRAUX 1960 on… 

  

1937 NEXT MORNING DAWNED & ROSY FINGERED DAWN WAS WEARING HER CLOAK
OF SAFFRON for we seem
to have slept longer-
& we three rose from our beds our natural chosen times /our beds are tied together &  I 
because of the nightmare am welcomed to sleep at the bottom of their tied beds as 
“the little lion the little Palestine Crusaders dog at the foot of our tombs” 
-  We were all very happy more than before- & 
Andre 
Saint 
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GEORGE
was especially kind & attentive to 
JOSETTE
at the breakfast table the next days- & the happy holiday routine went on…

  

`GOOD MORNING SAVAGES      ` 

  

…an American Gentleman saves the Grote Homes Ransom heirs- April 1936 -NEW YORK
City- I did
mention his duck-billed platypus now & then-but Andre felt this was beyond his
comprehension-even though he speaks English from Joseph Conrad’s translated books-
I expect the 17
th

century Quaker was perplexing & coffee ice cream in Tierra del Fuego & how to get out
of our INCA cousins mound
-
Jean dancing Debussy’s 
Iberia
for the Basque cousins-we have arrived by seaplanes & launch 1936… 

  

1937 SUMMER Unity’s mother goes to help get her father get up for the hours of the day 
at the white painted Convalescent Home towards Holland beach JO’s beach-  & she
looks after this sweet little house & us & our laundry & things.
One morning 
JO
said we would 
make a broth 
as they do at home in France- & she has seen cooking in Spain-& we will go 
‘round the Town’ 
for broth makings-so with baskets on our arms we left the key under the back garden
mat 
for 
Saint George ANDREW
…Unity’s mother has shown us the Spanish wine she has got in 6 bottles- but she says
we will go to other Towns ancient Towns for more varied selection other lands- in 
Camulodunum Colonia Victricensis
is a one man shop that has rare things-even Oozu-its Greek I am informed-  
I will pass this information on-the artistic peoples of Essex will know of this- 
I do not know of Retzina yet-but its only meaningful to those who hath  ‘lain upon those
shores-& heard 
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the THUNDER & THE SURGE OF THE ODYSSEY-
`the surge & thunder of the Odyssey`
Andrew Lang writer poet-coloured Fairy Books-

  

ANDRE- Josette Greta-& families- IN OUR TIME OF PERSECUTION THAT IS ENDLESS
AHEAD-the period 4 Feb 1968-30 th April 1993- then to
faire France- 
can illustrate the GREED OF BESTIAL IDIOTS clutching at us 
` a gigantic obscene piece of Statecraft by Gross Britannique ` 
says General de Gaulle March 1962-receiving at last the 3 Legal Wills to the Grote
Ransom Estate the globe- his Courier doped 2 hours late Feb 1960 documents removed
by Naval intelligence teams of bilge rats-
Vagrants-
all able to go to banks the globe in Ransom names-still chortling `old Eskimo gave it to
Angela yah know`-
They are 20
th

century terrorists of nations A-Z the globe-
& there are our Ransom lands down the former Yugoslavia- &
Russia-China-Siberia-Canada-Newfoundland & either Poles they are craftily plotting to
get 1990s onwards
…
From  RANSOM BRIDES who came with their dowry- & a civilized settlement & society often a
GROTE HOME flourished gently-

  

A one night guest  1900s at The Pillar House Harwell- the writer of the Greek lines came to
stay in the big East bedroom-looking out on the croquet lawn  (
where I put 21 fruit trees for shading the players 1970/1- the big east room upstairs the
Whitehead family nursery
-play room where Andre Malraux sleeps a night autumn 1970...  Here 1900s at The Pillar
House rented for 150 pounds a year by L. Leslie Brooke he & Lang spoke of illustrations
to another 
Coloured Fairy Book-Warne- 
but it did not materialize 
& Henry youngest child is telling Amanda-Paul-Victoria-little Peter 1970s `he felt it was
because his parents did not light a fire for the night in that great room-they had to be
careful of the pennies-he & his brother needed education-(you can see their mother
drawn then by LLB & caption  `& what they did not eat that night the Queen next
morning fried
`… Here is civilized behaviour 1970s with heart warming memories of a visit to a
childhood home by a man who went into Government-but got interference from Doctor
Mengele Harrington & thugs who wished to cover up THE GREATEST CRIME OF
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MANKIND AGAINST RANSOM Estate & GROTE HOMES…
letters to W. children from another child of `Johnny Crow’s Garden`…
ANDRE MALRAUX 
always widower of JO bereaved of his sons since 1961- 
hears of this life & comes to see it 
but madness stalks around us as always now doubly so-

  

ANDRE MALRAUX  Widower kneeling at JO’s tomb & then their boys ages 21 & 18 a car
killing arranged by JIM-Lindsays-Mengele all experts in this -
for Naval intelligence & ice & mud puddles of debauchery
-
It is also tomb of the Wedding of Grace 

  

1947-made in Heaven-George Andre Malraux & Greta Ransom- 

  

Georges-Andre Malraux of SUMMER HOLIDAY Clacton-on-Sea 1937 will sleep in this East
room-of the Ransom Rathbone WHITEHEAD family 1968-1993- where you get morning
sun & warm winter mornings-we plan to put up the long gallery over the Artists studios (
John Henry Fredk. Bacon was here too-painted also famous men-Cardinal Vaughn Rider
Haggard)
Here 
ANDRE MALRAUX 
will come with Dr 
Len Immanuel RANSOM
- & 
PJPW of the BM Natural History
plans to help them a total of 2 months of the year-working on volumes  ALL THIS
HISTORY- explaining this ignorance that has destroyed the globe-A to Z-    They will
write to correct the dirty lies of 
Noble dope-soaks
- with their sullen mutterings 
of 
`AN OLD ESKIMO GAVE 
ANGELA
ALL THIS AS A CHILD-so we have killed the Grote children for we will not have A to Z in the
way of BRITISH TRADE…
Suddenly General de Gaulle was dead so soon after retirement…
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1970s Harwell- Saint George ANDRE MALRAUX saw a home & my attempt at a holy
house but it was sometimes impossible to keep monster Royal Satraps out when we
went to the woods or activities of normal families
-  In they came & searched-it was a crime to have books on
Ransom-Weddell-Greenland-INCA-MALRAUX-the old sordid tricks went on-
(as at Colchester Castle 1954- see burning of Donovan Bookseller Colchester & Strand
his Rare Book Room
)  S
imple gentle scholarship & philosophy is meaningless to those `whose spirit is slave to
gold-they hath never drunk of civilized wholesome knowledge`
(2 lines in Willis-a book of poems-Jean Weddell had from the time of her first marriage to
young Smith Argentine-married in Spain-she 18 years old-he died less than a year from
appendicitis-) 
I am saying the poet of those lines on the power of the Odyssey,Andrew Lang slept in
our house-came from Winchester on his horse to stay with the young artist illustrator L.
Leslie Brooke & his wife Diana Sybil-renting the lovely house for 9 years-I am regarded
as odd by the criminally insane-but not at all by 
ANDRE MALRAUX
….L.Leslie Brooke’s wife 
returned to The Pillar House 30 years on
-
her husband had left the immortal childrens books a mark of a civilized mind- 
We have left our civilized contribution too- books-photographs-letters-
the renaissance party March 1972
- BMNH work & publications-
GR is adding these Books of JO & Andre- 

  

March 18th 1972 ANDRE is back from President Nixon USA 

  

He comes at 9.30pm to a party Whitehead-Ransom have created with help from children
& friends for families-for ladies & gentle-men-children early on-  not a rave-no dopes-Me
ngele
Harrington dressed as The Devil 
& Lindsaybuggarhs arch-thugs attempted to get in-

  

The Crispin Inn Harwell Vikings young men & POLITAN-Arthur Malone & others fought
EVIL off at the East Gate-The Pillar House School Lane- A figure in a scholar’s gown with
laurel wreath was Lennie- I do
not know him
-Arthur Malone invited him & they kept out evil gatecrashers- 
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`Mengele left after 3 attempts minus a thumb`
Len has now had 2 brothers murdered-I am not to know ?  Or is this some devilish
brain-washing of those we feel we can trust-
PJPW has frequent threats to murder him in the traditional ways of the British
NOBLES-burn you in Scotland-pour petrol down your throat-drop you 2 miles out no
lifebelt
…
They still rule this massive ignorance heavy on DOPES & GREED at the top
-  Politan-Arthur Malone said to my remark 
`I did not think Vikings were about in the renaissance`- 
` 
The Vikings ? Oh they got left over on Lindsay Island` 
PJPW jumped in nervous horror-clearly I was not to hear the name LINDSAY- 
Without it being attacked to `buggarh` I do not think there was any possibility of
remembering the attacks on my child’s body by THEM 1930s ! 
(I do wish I could do it all back to them-& a bit more ! )
Politan & Len & young men dressed as Brugel paintings had just driven some
Lindsaybuggarhs down Harwell High Street to their cars where they wagged their black
tongues to their boots 
`they were there to see we did not break the peace`…
THEY DO NOT EXIST FOR ME-I LAST KNEW OF THEM IN THE 1940s…1953 New Year’s
Eve Nethrington Hall outside London did not have me retain that name-only a bunch of
posh thugs that poisoned an old lady in their family at 9.20pm because she was going to
call The Police…
By 1972 nothing was in my memory-  COM`TH ANDRE MALRAUX-with Lucretia Borgia an old
friend from the 1920s-

  

These murderers Earls of Lindsay & Crawford 1938-1960s of the GROTE HOMES children
for dough & our fabulous paintings-art works-investments-philanthropy settlements &
seashores-Islands-lands-  were coming 1972  to destroy our renaissance evening-dope
drinks-THEY WERE KEPT OUT- The Pillar House is a Holy House !  Their entry in
Debretts/Burkes Peerage should be just a big black hole-& Wanted Sign- Lindsay Earls
are the Monsters of the Deep-Clacton-on-Sea 1937 - 
not there-murdering in Spain-
OUR SUMMER HOLIDAY 1937 ANDRE & JOSETTE & Greta Ransom-5 WEEKS & THEN TO
LINCOLN
to see the sites of the ancestors of MALRAUX- found known- Sea traders- he & me-Andre &
Greta
…

  

All memories again swept away in the early 1960s-all I retained 1968 onwards was ugly
faces objecting to Andre & Greta Ransom a pauper living quietly in that beautiful
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MISSION St Edmund’s House 50 Lancaster Gate Square- building already stolen by this
SCUM- `crown property a line that appears in some documents then disappears` -sold for
a hotel - At least the hotel could call
itself ANDRE MALRAUX House-our happiness’s our suffering are there-his sons would
come & stay… Dirty JIM Cur
James-the pre-war Mr Pong Jimmie Jong travelling companion of Angela- invented this
piece of FRAUD 1930s to get them all FAST DOUGH for the Races` 

  

  

As with Andrew Lang others we have left our shades upon the spaces that air in these
pages & works of others out there-

  

(the renaissance party is a file-& can be re-created-it was an entire work done by
hand-with friends-19 March 1972- a M. ANDRE Marlow Malraux came too- JOSETTE &
ANDRE WILL NOT COME
-
she has been killed with her sons in all this horrible GREED by dope-fiends of a fallen
Empire- 

  

The DECEIT & MADNESS has put little Peter Rathbone Whitehead in Harwell cemetery
Photographer-philosophy- he the essence of goodness-1970-19
98-  He was drawn in about age 11 years trying to inform the family of what was 
ABOUT THE DOOR
- & Dad could not cope…` 
Pete drawn into the grief given us by Imperial Monsters cunningly getting more & more-

  

& denying the Grote Children they have killed recognition-in the vast Ransom JOYOUS
VENTURE-yet waddling about in blood gore money all their lives -- More & more slurs
upon our Estate were heaped thick & high from the 4
th

February 1968 when we all entered upon NOUVEAU TIME-& again there were DAYS OF
HOPE- 
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1937 SUMMER 3 young people…

  

WE WERE SITTING IN THE GARDEN THE HOUSE ON 

  

THE CORNER Clacton-on-Sea over from Marine Parade another summer evening 1937- t
hree young people with life ahead-and a million GROTE CHILDREN a quarter of a million
others to TAKE THE CARE OF- 
Our Estate  hated by penniless Vagrants top of the Class Pyramid of Gross Britain noble
scum & other scum climbing up-

  

Andre Malraux-of FRANCE- by late October 1937 is accepted the globe Elders as
GUARDIAN Grote Homes Ransom Estate in 3 Parts-

  

  

1937 SUMMER `I think YES- it would be a good idea to show him Andre-Saint George that
she

can cook
-not that she will need to every day-for she has to write too-but she will need a care of
the kitchen the stores- 
up on Jacopsholm our Arctic Island we have the Ice Caves with doors
-
& I am learning how we budget for 2 & 5 years Poles Nord- Sud…Lennie is surprised I am
interested in 
WHAT the Grannies back in history cooked
-as well as what were their Bridal gowns like- 
but he has become used to it
- and we already have 3 books on the go-surprising Frederick Charles who is writing only
one book - `
On The Sea-`
Grandpa Ransom he is told to write anything- it will be good- Publishers MacMillan-we
know a John a big boy-who is coming to help with GROTE HOMES Ransom Estate-
did Mr Pong kill him ? 
MSS disappeared 1939 
after Lindsay 14 & Mr Pong killed Frederick Charles Ransom October- Suffolk-
reports 3 medical staff who put away the truth & handed it to ANDRE MALRAUX
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Detectives-family `1960/61... 

  

1937 SUMMER Holiday Clacton-on-Sea- 

  

I  tell  JOSETTE when she tells me to talk on as I like of our Ransom brides in the
families & what Lennie & everyone did last summer- New
York-Greenland-Peru-Tierra del Fuego-the visit to Paris-the Basques in Spain where we
came in our seaplanes-AQUIDO family of the wife of San Julian the Inca boy-he does
arithmetic in the air…the monks said… 

  

The girl in the Russet Silk Gown-Aunt Murgatroyd Missionary Ethiopia-Sudan early 20th

Century & the 
UNIVERSITY OF THE SANDS
-
destroyed c 1947
- 
`The bride in scarlet against the snow Greenland -her father wanted to see a scarlet frock
against the snows-& had it made in Spain-
The girl in the Scarlet Gown of Spain with a collar of bracken diamonds a gift from the De
Beer ladies-a Marriage in the Snows 1863 Margarethe & Thomas-We have recovered
some of her autobiography…

  

All the above I am telling JOSETTE as I talk of her wedding to come & what will she have
for her wedding gown ?  & we will make a BROTH
to-day for
dinner-supper at home this eventide-for we keep an energetic week-

  

JOSETTE WILL MAKE A BROTH-as they do in her home-I inform a shop where we know them
well- We went shopping in the Clacton pale morning sun not too hot for August
at this hour & bought what she felt would make a nice taste a pleasing sight on the plate. 
ANDRE 
Saint George 
had 
‘other fish to fry’ 
& likes to `talk all over the town-`  he is learning about how people live in East Anglia &
in Spain-and France…he likes some parts of America-not the low life
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. 

  

We are to use the carrots in the garden with the salad plants & the spring onions as there
is no garlic easily found-only Covent Garden can we think of talking last night when this
BROTH WAS PLANNED- so if JO likes she could bring some
back from London- next time…t
he spring onions will give a delicate taste if we use the 
green leaves
- I think she put some yellow dried peas in as well-& perhaps baby turnips-I see Unity’s
mother holding something up 
`I have only got these`
& 
Andre
will buy some meat when he 
Goes Round the Town again-
some to cook
- 
we shall leave it to him 
‘the man about the house’ 
whom we do not tie to our apron strings- 

  

I was telling JO as we shelled the shiny green pea pods to begin the broth for the
even-time -how when Lennie & I had got away from Mr PONG & his gang
of The Empire 

  

we were hidden by a well-educated man New York- he had a duck billed platypus in a
glass case a very tall glass case with water- & a man came from the Zoo every day to
tend the rare duck from Australia-which is to go home on a boat-

  

The Bridal house was all dark when we came back that night-Len & I walked backwards
ran so softly along the waterfront to the men in the blue light kiosk & they got us a taxi- 
We were woken up the first morning in his nice big Apartment in the Sky by a Mr Paul
Whiteman saying 
“Goodmorning Savages
-
welcome to Tittle Tattle Land
-
there is a man coming to fry you for breakfast unless you get up & wash the pots &
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pans-I am sorry we cannot roast you a pig or a Mustang- but my Manservant is here & he
will get you a breakfast-
fruit-Flakes-eggs…

  

Ah one of you is a blue-eyed charmer- I will send a lady’s maid up by the lift- Well !  We
will go to luncheon & dinner with my Band-I have to go & wake them out of the Hay at 12
noon-” (the
y work until dawn !) 
Mr PAUL WHITEMAN musician bandleader educated man of Boston New York-

  

Where is my magic baton ?  It can take away bumps & bruises scratches & bites-& I
have to conduct the Band with it-& keep them in tune… We will call on JEAN in the
hospital & see if she would come and dance-we will play her favourite March-
Oh it’s the 3 Cornered Hat
…Ah I will get out my sombrero-
my Manservant will now direct & get you breakfast & by Carriage you will come to
Carnegie Hall…

  

By the way-I have opened your bank-you may collect a windfall on the way-if you again
have too much then you may deposit with the Manager of Carnegie Hall-he will hand you
a tub full every day-
to go shopping all over New York…” 
He knows 
Minerva-Olivea
Len’s Gran just died 1934-
her book 
EVENSONGS
-printed in USA & in several 
editions-

  

` WINDFALL/Tub full/ a reference to our forgetting the amount of money that JEAN said to get
out in RIO-& getting a fortune out- We have our secret names &
numbers-we Grote Ransom Weddell children-we were being hunted by 
STUFFED ANIMALS FROM A BRITISH MUSEUM-
Diary Uncle Dr Hebedie RIO December 1935  
Account in 2 Parts/ 
we were safe in 
RIO High Street  
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with this money in my little white bag on a strap worn across my chest for we are known
to be Aunt Margaretha’s children
-& are being trained to run GROTE- care of orphans, Umbrellas for all families-arts, education,
horticulture-a respected system which gave 
DAYS OF HOPE
- & we are of mixed blood 14 races & 27 nations over the last 1,500 years…

  

`OPENED YOUR BANK …a more serious reference:   Paul Whiteman has got Important
People USA to allow us to use our New York Bank- STOP the British Ambassador & enclave
using our Bank & forbidding US to use
it- They had Orders from
Gross Brit to use
Banks in the names of GROTE RANSOM WEDDELL 
to pay their Embassy bills-

  

Gross Britain High Class Diplomatic world : It was said in the usual secret silence that it is
all property of Earls of LINDSAYBUGGARHS & Crawford-  & some belongs to Angela-
“given her by an old Eskimo when she was a child…” 
This ugly stark RACISM is used by these Vagrants & outright thieves
- 
& was not appreciated by intelligentzia in New York
-
where Margarethe Ransom Grote  is known for her high intelligence her kindness- 
She has created with Thomas Grote her husband the greatest piece of philanthropy the globe-A
to Z.  a river a source that can never run dry- 
honesty is Tig’s lore-law the Estate A-Z -

  

To well educated principled Americans these British opium ravished nobles were the  `scum of
the earth-` An Empire falling-fallen not giving them the vast wealth to waste
anymore-while they the dope-addicts jealousy interfered with all good husbandry A to Z
the earth :  (& they stole my pretty frocks bought on 5th Avenue by Mrs Varese
& others who are Margarethe’s friends) 

  

To JOSETTE - I TALK ABOUT LAST YEAR-1935/1936- if she wants me to-it gives her ideas
for stories & she is learning her English-or rather some Quaker from
meeeeh-  when we travelled from Greenland to Tierra-del- Fuego calling at dear
Thomas’s Homes-they do like the family to keep popping in for the children are all our
big family-
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1936 April `LIR Lennie says Mr Paul Whiteman was given a very good education by his
father- he tells the grown-ups how his father then went off to the tropics to drink
moonlight-  Well he did feel it was a certain amount of dope-it was the age they were
in-his band did not touch it-if anyone got into trouble they helped -
  It was felt the attack on us - Jean Len & me in Mexico was because these monsters of
the deep were all on dope-
He would pass it around the town the ring-leaders were two women & Mr Pong & the Noble
Earls-
who expect Len to call them `Uncle Lindsay`…

  

The hospital were keeping JEAN in until she could dance-

  

2 months-  I had been in 5 days & recovered-they got the glass out of me- Len told them
of the Report Salpetrie`re Hospital Paris (Nov-Dec 1935)- `nothing wrong with
Aunt Margarethe’s heir-a very strong heart
`
… (They are all coming up to Jacopsholmen Island & going round the HOMES to help
when they have a holiday-I remember sitting on a high white bed a dismal window long a
cold light-then they all came in-& I began to talk-Lennie translating…I HAVE A STRONG
HEART-& am so many Races…)

  

Len said  `Mr Whiteman was very angry when he got the hospital report that morning-he
was going to have Senators tell the Embassy of the British to KEEP THEIR HANDS OFF OUR
BANKS
-
& that was why we could not go & get what we needed from banks where Aunt Mag had
arranged funds in our names for the travelling-in New York we were told we could only
have two pounds a day- 
but they thought we were children of these Monsters of the Deep-
they had been told so- 
but like everybody else they could not get anything in writing from a falling Empire- hum
! ` 

  

`As we were travelling as Thomas did-with Jesus on one shoulder & LUCRETIUS on the other 
we needed some money 
even though we have little planes & Uncle Alfred Charles RN & Grandpa use the launch-
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Daddy went off in the hills Minas Geras & found a new orchid…G. R.

  

LIR Len `Mr Whiteman said he’d get a Red Indian Regiment for us- well he knows we
have one from the Red Indian Granny 17th century but I cannot remember if its
Nevada or Nebraska- reports/vi
sits/newspapers/

  

I am learning them -the Granny I like best is Hebithiyea Greek & Palestine- she is a
poetess & that 
young Ransom married her because he played a lute-but he had ships at sea 
(11-12
th

century-they sent Xmas cards until 1929) 
I now have an interest in what they had to eat as well as their bridal gowns- 
` 
& so I go on if Jo will have me so-

  

JO has some things to say about her home-

  

but she is happy letting me bubble on a bit for George-Andre will say ‘it is her
dreams-after she has have been listening to the grown-ups with her bedroom door open
at night ` & once or
twice I looked sad & might have shed a tear
- 
but they are on holiday
….
Andre 
George
has said that its things I have had read to me & then use my imagination- he says he
used to imagine when he was a child- 
his grandmother Adriana-Adrienne used to read to him & tell him old tales…

  

1960- Andre Malraux learns Greta Ransom never had any imagination in her life-only careful
fact cold fact -
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1960 Lennie Diaries- tells ANDRE MALRAUX of the

  

British Noble Gangsters-Figures from a Morgue out to harm us all in New York March
April 1936  (letters to Greta Ransom 1950s-stolen)

  

‘do you remember Georgiano-he’d do anything clean your shoes, write an Affidavit-a Will- he
had no mother but a father who’d brought him up well-educated him-
Georgiano 
was interested in anything, everybody- he’d go in and out of Grote Homes solving
questions, talking about Life, about all peoples- any occupation..

  

He said  “ They are committing TREASON-but they cannot be caught-you must never go
out at night-go places in a truck 
never
an official car-say not your programme-eat not where they are ”

  

If they caught him talking with us he knew he was booking an early GRAVE- I was learning how
serious is the problem of a penniless nation 
at the top
-
taking by moonlight what others have got…” 
(LIR 16 years New York-he saved our lives driving a truck over Mexican desert 2 days-we
fell at the feet of Mrs 
Albqerke 
Monterrey-we found Jean was not dead- Diaries/& a friendship until death…) 

  

1937 SUMMER Josette so tall slim sitting on the Holland-on-sea beach now known as JO
’s Beach-

  

we can find her there-sitting with her notebooks taking a swim waiting for us to come to
she- or collect her in the car-I see the calm water tide still going out-a grey-green glassy
gentle swell-clean sand & shells-  She says she has had her swim but Andre should go
in-she has to forget THE WASTED BLOOD OF SPAIN- & sits with long legs stretched out
a notebook on a board on her lap-she says she has been quite happy on her own &
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smiles softly…

  

We two St George-Andre & meeeh may have been forced to take a nap- Unity’s mother
hath taken to explaining when we go out  “they are all worn out 
STAR WATCHING
-they are now up before dawn-`  I politely try keep 
JO
from feeling she has to join the 
DAWN voyage 
to the SEA- 
George Colonel 
Andre
has to have all the newspapers-  Unity’s mother says cheerfully `they were out with the
vegetables talking all night-
STAR WATCHING 
` 
We are known sometimes to yawn but not polite JO-& we did all of us take to sleeps in
the afternoons if a late night was planned- 

  

We have come to the beach from the Convalescence Home What a long time ago seems
the first day-days when they were strangers & I remember hearing about  `Mary Butts-I
went to see her before she died-I’m so glad I went-she was in a terrible state really-since
he left- but still writing…Oh don’t you know her work -I thought living in Paris you would
have read some ANDRE- -its very delicate-she lived in Paris-was there when we
came-then to Cornwall…always had a difficult life…” Talk on
the beach Holland-on-sea first day they arrive-

  

A LATE LUNCHEON- I see ANDRE MALRAUX follow Unity’s mother into the garden-the
wireless is on all the time low or loud-he needs all the news broadcasts- A late lunch with
meats & he may dash & get some more from the Coop if they decide there is not quite
enough-he is picking the spring onions she & I have sown February-March-April-there‘s
lettuce & radishes-he can choose-& tomatoes we have bought that morning at dawn in
the town-  Sometimes we buy him the unsalted kippers a pale deep yellow shade more
expensive but he prefers them-  & we may return before 6-00 pm to buy fishes from
amongst the iced boxes if we eat at home- we usually do & they prefer this-  He Andre 
Saint George 
advises on my diet & I to him-  Fruit in the morning a half orange or apple- then my
Force Flakes or porridge-a half an egg for I cannot eat more…I share with
somebody-Hovis brown bread & light salted butter or unsalted I like-  I like salad things
too as he & JO…
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Wireless in the home is new-I was born two years after the BBC began its Home & Light
programme-every household has the wireless on now-listening or just a pleasant
background-perhaps at first it kept burglars away !  It is wonderful for music loving
households-there is a Radio Times newspaper for every day’s programmes-Annie artist 
listens to the Welsh programme-she learned it with a girl cousin-

  

That evening we are to all go out to a late supper at the best place on the Seafront the
town with an orchestra of 7-9 or even 10 players- the great windows will be folded back &
the balcony & room open to the SEA the Pier & ships sequin lights far out-  Before the
meal he made a pillow for me from his jacket & put me under the table at his feet-I had
had a good 
HIGH TEA 
& I agreed I could not eat a full meal-Later we dance they together…then all three he
picking me up in one arm holding 
Josette
& away we go- I did not ask-it was 
Saint George
Andre 
his idea-perhaps he thinks I am his Teddy bear- 
Jo’s long frock 
dull brick a swirl & red straps cross over her back-she explains to my disappointed look
she has to have something easy to pack for the travelling-Unity’s mother is talking with
some people on the curving stairs…

  

1945 We look at THE PLACE OF EXPENSE & HAPPINESS-

  

it was   “A TREAT”   from Unity’s mother- our summer holiday 1937 only 8 years ago-

  

Colonel ANDRE & Greta Ransom-without Josette- We are standing outside the closed
doors-windows of the best restaurant in town 1937-  it’s a cool June day- whisps of rain-I
have come from school midday-I must be back for nearly 2pm to the St Clare’s Convent
the other direction towards Holland-on-sea set back a few houses from the seafront- I am
12 years since March - We are entered
upon A STATE OF DREAR  from early SUMMER 1945- 
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We turn from The Clacton Pier the Seafront & ENTER AGAIN UPON THAT TIME 1937 the
paving stones the same no noticeable change only places shut from 1939 the outbreak of
War-
We are  in raincoats
-mine navy blue bought by 
a young soldier Jack Gordon- 
Colonel Andre Widower 
wears the  Glenn Miller USA fawn raincoat-a romantic garment- the wearer can look like
an Angel-Archangel of  WAR-or Peace perhaps-

  

Colonel Andre-George his face now matured from War years & JO‘s death-his two
younger brothers-  still the trace of that boy-man of his mid-1930s upon his brow his
solemn movements sometimes…

  

1970 The Pillar House in winter…Andre Malraux retired Minister of France… `We made
crosses from drift woods on the beach Peter- for my brothers- & our DEAD-  We set
them upon the outgoing tide- winter  1945 & 1946...” 

  

  

ANDRE MALRAUX knows of JACK GORDON by 1960/1961...that he is Greta Ransom’s
dead brother of May 1945 & SHE
she
with 
these-they 
are under suspicion- 
He had Stirling 60,000 thousand pounds from his father’s aunts when he was made a
Ward of Court in the mid-1920s aged 3 years-
then his father A MEDICAL NAVAL MAN was said to have FALLEN OVERBOARD-
THE MONEYS  had been spent by 1941 when JACK GORDON married the heir & niece of
Mrs Augusta Jay of Birmingham/
their histories are recorded abroad- 
Jack at 3 years of age was confined to a Marine Home for “biting people” 
HIS FATHER DEAD !  Jack a WARD OF COURT !   With the money 60`000 pounds
sterling from his great Aunts … 
It was my father Frederick John Ransom & his Commanding Officer got JACK GORDON
out of this place 1938/9 - & he became A SOLDIER-you should say a Prayer for JACK at
War Memorials
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-& BANN the criminally insane of greed-
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